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LITERARY MAGAZINE
FALL · 2020

fall term

2020 - 2021
Hello Reader,
As we make our way through the end of the
year and begin to replace our calendars, I’m
reminded that there are few constants in life.
Many of these I’ve taken for granted in the
past. The sun rises every morning. Birds hum
their soft songs. Snow melts on our tongues.
The sun sets.
I now know to hold these small, unchanging
wonders close to my chest. While the world
might be in disarray, I can always look out
my window and see the afternoon light
dance their way through the trees. Small
joys, right?
In any capacity, I hope you can find moments
of peace and joy this new year. And don’t
be afraid to appreciate even the smallest
things in life. Endless thanks to the creatives
featured in this issue and to the Pathos
volunteers for keeping our publication one of
my favorite constants.

Please enjoy and go chase those sunsets,

~~
Claire Miller

Creative Director
Interim Editor-in-Chief

Ava Phillips

Copy Editor

Chloe Findtner

Social Media Manager

Claire Miller
Creative Director
Interim Editor-in-Chief
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2 · UMBARGER

DENDROPHILIA
Bethany Umbarger
The willows don’t whisper.
They have little to say
and prefer to listen
to the love song sashay of
reeds at the creek side.
Don’t interrupt.
The ancient bristlecone watches
bipedal generations learn little of the world
despite fast-paced adaptability.
Millennia can foster wisdom out of familiarity.
Just sit still.
The oak shades seedlings
beneath her canopy, observing
the romance of life
stretch towards sunlight.
Someday one will take her place.
Be patient.
The ponderosa pine prepares for fire
with thick bark and a fond
memory. Devotion to flame
serves them well.
Incineration encourages regeneration.
Grow back stronger.
A woodland community provides a
network of communication and
support that supersedes
human ability. Live in the forest.
Date trees.
Never be lonely again.

UMBARGER · 3

LUNGS
Bethany Umbarger
Sweep a breeze through this body, my insides are envious of the
exposure of skin.
Aerate muscles and mitochondria for some sense of connection. Exhale.
A breath of wind could almost substitute a caress. If it could only
blow me away, tug my tendons apart until I’m no longer attached
to this form, but
I will never be able to experience life as anyone but myself.
This is both thrilling and deeply disheartening. Inhale.
Bated breath gives buoyancy to the body.
We rise, and we fall, and we rise, and we repeat until we die.

4 · FOX

balanced
Paris Fox
Digital Graphic

ALLEGREZZA · 5

MAGARI
Jessica Allegrezza
It’s crisp and dark
Brick-bound embers
Crackle
Within glints of
Butterscotch lightning.
Waiting for new snow
Like secrets we’ve kept so long,
To fall.
Our words muted;
Pagodas heavy on unwilling lungs
The room turns arctic.
Anticipated tranquility hung in the distance
The layers between us grew opaque
And sharp
A chrysalis biding
A tacit breath exhaled
Powder dusted the summit
Anon, he maps
His thumb across the puff beneath my eye
Finding traces of lacrimals
To remedy.
Windows turn timber frame to display box
Walls close and reconcile
The ceiling begins to drip.

6 · GRINNELL

CONFLICTION INTERNAL
Justin Grinnell
am cyclops, I selfish
and I am small at night.
and everybody else is like nobody’s self.
I am thinking of negatives.
I think of positives,
of entity,
of self.
I am like everybody’s self
and nobody else,
because I believe in self
and no one else
believes in‚ I
I am cyclops and I am selfish.
because negative is everybody else
when I think positive self.
negated is I am
of entity,
a positive else.
what’s the use of self and
who else believes in‚ I
I am negative
and I am positive.
I, cyclops, am selfish.

STREISSGUTH · 7

ENOUGH ABOUT MEDUSA LET’S TALK ABOUT ME
Mackenzie Streissguth
What entails entrails?
If it’s the last bits in the sepulcher,
the stucco, the steamed beans,
then good riddance.
Do you ever ask which god made you
in his image?
That jackal-wooded face,
the molten, pitch organs
stretched and bent for miles.
The desperate granite despairs:
which came first the darkness
or the separation?
The hand or the rod?
Even coyotes circle.
A token of favor
in a coin-operated cycle
like opposable drums.
Have you heard of the python?
Siphoned and pardoned,
it’s cargo carded like
an underaged coffin.
How many temples?
Not the ones with altars,
but the ones that tear.
How often do you remember your
feet in those holes?
If I’ve been open-toed and bag of bones,
it’s nothing to you.
But now, I’ve got guts to choke on.
Craters caved, veins of rough ore.
It’s not enough to hunger.

8 · BYNUM

LOVE SONGS TO EULOGIES
Paloma Bynum
Midsummer sun made me naive, childlike
Floating like a cloud surrounded by blue
Not quite feeling blue myself, unaware
Of how quickly I would go from writing
Love songs to eulogies
For myself and my love
Found early in the spring
My home in the mountains
The endless evergreens.
For animals sensed but
Rarely seen and sisters
I never got to meet.
For tomorrows shaped by yesterdays
As yesterday become a dream today
Became a foggy haze. Midsummer sun
Replaced without a trace, no chance to say
“Goodbye for now.” Another thing to mourn.
Along with it a child,
Beneath the fallen trees
Blue as the sky once was.

BRINK · 9
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Spring Quarantine
Hailey Brink
Multimedia, Paper Art

10 · JOHNSON

JOSH
Aydia Johnson
I’ve been avoiding the acceptance of your death
pretending not to be lost
and filled with grief.
Moving on feels so wrong.
As I enter your mother’s house
your dog is greeting me
she looks further behind, expecting you to be following me.

UMBARGER · 11

DISSOCIATION
Bethany Umbarger
I’m here today
Can’t say that’s always the case
this soil comprised of rock and clay
my body of bitters and lace
It’s not always the case
but some days feel like a landslide
and my body of bitters and lace
too delicate for the world outside
Some days feel like a landslide
my stitches come undone
too delicate for the world outside
gotta mend myself with mycelium
My stitches come undone
this soil comprised of rock and clay
gonna mend myself with mycelium
I’m here today

12 · MATTHEW RUSSELL

A HUMMINGBIRD INTERRUPTING A PICNIC
Kurtis Matthew Russell
If he loves every inch of you,
like he’s trying to, he will go cross-eyed.
And all the insects he murdered in his youth
return to him as unconscious epiphanies.
Head to the dirt, a centipede
weighing down his tongue,
he recollects much,
and the lurid sun shows a path to follow.
Allow him the opportunity,
to solve this invisible riddle—happiness.
If he could give you anything
it would not be much more than this:
all his one-thousand-two-hundred-and
-sixty-beats-per-minute-heart contains.

WEBB · 13

BETTER WOBLD
IDEA LIST 1'01'0 - 1'1

QUILTS FOR EVERYONE
PAID NAPS
SNAILS AS PETS
TINIER CARS
MORE FORESTS
FOOD IS FREE
NO FACEBOOK
SMELL-O-VISION
(FINALLY)
NEW SHAPES
Better World Idea List
James Webb
Digital

14 · MATTHEW RUSSELL

THE BALLERINA’S TEAPOT
Kurtis Matthew Russell
Sitting on my coffee table
is an artifact from your era.
A good life involves more than one birth.
You used to sit on top of me like a fold-out chair,
awkwardly, with a plastic sense of space.
And I would touch your cheek.
Accidentally eating your hair,
like half-cooked red wine pasta, curling into itself.
15-30 minute shower.
5 minutes of teeth brushing.
Starborn pathogens washed down
the slip of your throat,
sickening me, glimmering you,
and eventually I broke it all.
I’ve been told there is always more love.
Is a coffee table an inappropriate place for a teapot?

POLICH · 15

old orange fence on Division St.
Lucy Polich
Photography

16 · KOTSONIS

Facing Disaster
Evan Kotsonis
Collage

MATTHEW RUSSELL · 17

THE HOT (HOT) FIRE WITH WHICH
I LOVE YOU [PART 1]
Kurtis Matthew Russell
The hot (hot) fire with which I love you
is hot in the way cold is cold. Haha.
*Please entreat my silliness continue.
You are a pillow covered in (hot) glue
—but not like sperm goo, I’m just suck on ya.
The hot (hot) fire with which I love you
makes my logic spotty, and each day new.
We’re characters in a goofy saga.
*Please entreat my silliness continue.
And it’s you that’s hot and that’s all that’s true
in this weird world of nonsense and blah blah.
The hot (hot) fire with which I love you
might make me into an arsonist who
learns fun magic tricks that end with “Tada!”
*Please entreat my silliness continue
and I’ll make jokes when poems just won’t do,
and we’ll watch a lesser sunset a la
the hot (hot) fire with which I love you.
*Please entreat my silliness continue.
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ATTENTION PORTLAND STATE
WRITERS, ARTISTS AND THINKERS!

·······················································································
Don’t forget to follow us on Facebook and
Instagram. We’ll be posting work from the
most recent submission period, interesting
literary events around Portland, and updates
on what Pathos is up to.

p at h o 6
@PATHOSLITMAG
PATHOSLITMAG.COM

